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Leawo DVD to iPod Converter is professionally designed DVD tool that can convert DVD to
iPod/iPhone/Apple TV MP4 video and audio file in MP3, AAC, M4A, etc. Then you can view
the DVD movies on your portable devices of iPod, iPhone, Apple TV, as well as play music
from DVD movie on your MP3 players, too.

In converting DVD to iPod MP4 video file, this DVD to iPod converter can convert DVD to
MP4 video file for any portable player enjoyment on the go. You also can backup the DVD to
your hard drive or burn them to a blank DVD, VCD, etc.

In addition to the primary function to convert DVD to iPod MP4 file, this DVD to iPod converter
also canhelp to improve your video quality by getting your video shortened and cropped for a
better visual effect, etc.

Key Features

Convert DVD to iPod MP4 videoUser-friendly and easiest-to-use interface;

Powerful functions;

Fast conversion speed and excellent quality;

Convert DVD to iPod MP4, DVD to iPhone MP4, DVD to Apple TV MP4 video file;

Convert DVD to MP3, AAC, M4A, WMA, WAV, AC3 audio file;

Set the visual effect by specifying video brightness, contrast, volume;

Trim any duration of DVD movie for conversion;

Crop any parts of the video image and extract the black edge;

Support DVD Specific Features: Subtitle, Audio Track, and Angles;

Custom output file by specifying video bit rate, frame rate, sample rate, audio bit rate
and etc;

Merge multiple chapters or titles into one file for converting to entire movie and split
DVD chapters;

Get thumbnails enrich picture base or use as Wallpaper;
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All encoders/decoders embedded in;

Support batch process and convert multiple DVD to iPod MP4 file at a time.

System  Requirements

Supported OS: NT/2000/XP/Vista/Win7
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